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Early History

• The Abbey was founded by the Fitz Eustace 
family c. 1335-1356.

• It is dedicated to St. Eustace, a Christian martyr 
and soldier saint (right).

• It is thought that it is either Augustinian or, more 
likely Dominican.

• After the closing of the monasteries it is recorded 
that the church and chancel had been sold to a 
Richard Aylmer but in 1540 it as leased to a 
Thomas Allen and then in 1542 it was granted to 
Robert Eustace.



1580s

The next reference we can find to the 
Abbey is from the 1580s when it is recorded 
that James Eustace, 
Viscount Baltinglass, held 'the land called 
the Abbey of the Mote'.

1792

A drawing by Lieutenant Daniel Grose in 
1792 shows the Abbey ruins and in his 
writing of it he said, 'Scarcely anything 
is standing but the belfry and a wall'.

1883

Although it is suggested that the Abbey 
stood where the graveyard is today, a map 
of 1883 in the town hall shows that it was 
probably located nearer to the site of the 
present secondary school, close to the 
tennis court.



Abbey Bridge

➢ It is officially known as Finlay Bridge, after John Finlay 
(one of the directors of the Canal Company).

➢ Local tradition records that stones from the Abbey were 
used in the construction of the Abbey Bridge.

➢ The bridge was built in 1789 and was designed by William 
Chapman (1749-1832) and was one of three 'skew' or 
oblique arch bridges over the canal – the other two being 
Osberstown and Oldtown.

➢ In designing the bridges Mr. Chapman records that he had 
been asked by the directors not to alter the direction of 
the roads intersecting the canal.



▪ Abbey Bridge was given a 'skew' of 5 feet 6 inches.

▪ In 1808 it was noted that the bridges were so low the 
'turf boats' could not pass with a full load and the rails 

of one of the passenger boats 'has had to be 

lowered to enable it to operate on the canal.' 

▪ They were replaced with conventional bridges to 

conform with the main canal line.

▪ Traces of the original 'skew' bridges are still visible 

today at Oldtown (Tandy's Bridge) on the east side 

and the original foundations may be traced on the 

west bank below the bridge.



Survey

A survey of the Abbey Graveyard 
headstones was undertaken in 1987 by Brian 
McCabe, Seán Sourke, David Brown, Kevin 
Burke & John O' Kelly.

There was 29 headstones and 72 burials 
(however, due to the size of the graveyard it 
is thought that there are probably many 
more people buried here in unmarked 
graves).



All these headstones were upright, slab 
type, except one which was an obelisk.

The graveyard also contained several 
upright stones and metal crosses which do 
not now bear any readable inscriptions.

The oldest burial recorded was 1789 and the 
most recent was 1958.

Some stonemasons' names recorded are; R. 
Sargent (Naas), J. Taylor (Naas) & T. 
H. Dennany (Glasnevin).



Burials
All addresses are Naas except where given. Figures in 

parentheses are the number of names on each stone. The 
date is the earliest one.

• Norton (2) - 1857
• Kelly (1) Dublin – 1793
• Brady (8) - 1887
• Dwyer (3) - 1889
• Keane (1) - 1885
• McMahon (1) - 1861
• Duffy (4) - 1865
• Gibbons (2) - 1906
• Murray (1) - n.d
• Knoud (6) Newbridge –

1884
• Moynihon (1) Newbridge 

– 1884
• O' Brien (1) - 1886
• Doody (1) - 1865

Berney(5) -1877
Eagleton (3) - 1789
Patterson(3) - 1902
McElwain(4) - 1831
Donnelly (1) -1889
Kelly(1) - 1920
Loakman (4) -1872
Leeson(2) - 1875
Treacy (3) -1830
 Murphy(1) -1866
Byrne(3) -1885
Byrne(2) - 1908
Dowling (14) -1849
Whealon (1) -1810
Mooney (1) -1878
Murray(6) - 1805
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